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Abstract: Weather data extraction is a form of data mining concerned to find hidden patterns within the weather data
available to a large extent, so that feedback can be converted into usable knowledge in our daily lives in order to use it
in another time. Weather is one of the data points that are rich with knowledge. In this paper we are trying to extract
useful knowledge from the previous daily data collected locally in the city of Basra sector weather we will collect
weather data for the city and then use it later using the technology. The data include a nine-year period [2004-2013].
After processing the data, and we are applying mining techniques outlier analysis, aggregation, forecasting,
classification and association rules. Per mining technique, we extracted knowledge and describe its importance in the
field of weather.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The increasing availability of climate data during the last decades (observational records, radar and satellite maps, proxy
data, etc.) makes it important to find an effective and accurate tools to analyze and extract hidden knowledge from this
huge data. Weather data mining is a form of Data mining concerned with finding hidden patterns inside largely available
weather data, so that the information retrieved can be transformed into usable knowledge [1]. Useful knowledge can play
important role in understanding the climate variability and climate prediction. In turn, this understanding can be used to
support many important sectors that are affected by climate like agriculture, vegetation, water resources and tourism.[23]
The study area , Basra sector located on the Arabian Gulf coast. Basra is located at 74 81 N and 30 53 E length and is
characterized by the climate of the Arabian Gulf. In the winter, and mild and humid climate resulted in a breakthrough
mid -latitude depressions accompanied by wind west heading east . Wet summer and warm in the hot summer [5].
In this paper we try to extract useful knowledge from daily historical weather data collected locally at BasraStrip city.
The data include nine years period [2004-2013]. After data preprocessing, we apply outlier analysis, clustering,
prediction, classification and association rules mining techniques. After each mining technique, we present the extracted
knowledge and describe its importance in weatherfield[12][4].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents some related works. Section 3 summarize data
collection process. Section 4 describes the data preprocessing and preparation step. Section 5 present And discuss our
experimentation. Finally conclusions are presented in the last section.
II. RELATED WORKS
Data mining have been employed successfully to build a very important applications in the field of meteorology like
predicting abnormal events like hurricanes, storms and river flood prediction [2][15]. These applications can maintain
public safety and welfare. In this context, Zhang and Huang [22] propose a new framework to discover dynamic
interdimension association rules for local-scale weather prediction of Dallas City. The usefulness of applying association
mining is to find a strong relation between severe conditions and the change tendencies of the measurements of the
weather. The authors conclude with some predicates extracted from the obtained rules. Another contribution to detect
severe events using data mining is by [14] and [18]. Peters at el. [18] used the volumetric radar data to detect storm
events and classify them into four types: hail, heavy rain, tornadoes, and wind.
Using data mining in weather application is not limited to prediction, but it also extend to participate in many important
fields like water resource management [11] and air pollution management [13].
Mining techniques also can be applied to various types of data like weather images and radar maps extend to
characteristic features extracted from this weather images can be used to represent various weather patterns [21].
III. DATA COLLECTION
To achieve this study, we use historical data records for nine years period [2004-2013] recorded for one weather station
at Basra Strip. The obtained record include the daily average relative humidity (%), average temperature (Celsius), wind
speed (KM/H), wind direction, the time of the highest wind speed and rainfall observation.
IV. DATA PREPROCESSING
An important step in the data mining process is data preprocessing. One of the challenges that face the knowledge
discovery process in weather data is poor data quality. For this reason we try to prepare our data carefully to obtain
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accurate and correct results. First we choose the most related attributes to our mining task[23]. For this purpose we
neglect the year, wind direction and time of the highest wind speed attributes. Then we try to fill the missing with
appropriate values. In our data we have little missing (no more than 12 value). Because we are working with weather
data that is a form of time series, we must preserve the series smoothness and consistency. So we use linear interpolation
method. This method is effective method to fill missing values in the case of time series where the missed value is
strongly related to its previous and next values. After filling the missing values we apply windowing operation on
temperature attribute to create three lags (time frame) of temperature lagt-1, lagt-2, lagt-3, where lag is a past
observations (days before) and t represent the day of the current class label (in the case of classification and prediction).
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
This section presents our experimentation, discusses the extracted knowledge and describes its importance in weather
field.
A. Outlier Analysis
Outliers in weather data can occur due to data entry problem and faulty data collection instruments, or it can represent
abnormal change, sudden natural events such as tornadoes, hurricane, and forest fires [12]. Outlier detection can be
considered as preprocessing process. For this reason, we apply it first to remove outliers early to avoid its impact on other
mining methods.
We use distance base approach and utilize visualization to find the relationship between the weather elements and detect
the out of relation points. We detect 12 outliers. Table 1 present the analysis of detected outliers. Figure 1 illustrate
outlier example detected at wind speed attribute. The outlier represents very high speed wind (strong hurricane).

Figure 1: Example of outlier in wind speed attribute
Table 1: Outlier analysis for Basra city weather data
Number
Analysis
of outliers
4
Entry problem (error or unrealistic data)
3
Rainy days in non-rainy seasons (hot
weather)
2
Very high speed wind (strong hurricane)
1
Sudden change in temperature
To avoid the negative impact of unrealistic data on our results we remove them.
B. Clustering
In the field of weather and climate monitoring, highly sophisticated measurement technologies have been elaborated over
the last few years, producing a huge amount of data. This huge raw data is difficult to analyze and understand. In this
case clustering aim to improve the understanding of natural climate processes, to assess the quality of climate model
results and to identify prevailing system features and their typical scales for specific atmospheric regimes [17].
Clustering have been applied successfully in many weather application like determinate the precipitation weather type by
finding the similarity between satellite cloud images [19], seasonal clustering [10] [11] and climatology [4][23].
In our experiments we use k-means clustering algorithm using k=4. K-means algorithm is the most popular clustering
tool used in scientific and industrial applications. The name comes from representing each of k clusters by the mean (or
weighted average) of its points, the so-called centroid. The centroid of a cluster is a point whose coordinates are the
mean of the coordinates of all the points in the clusters [3]. Figure 2, show the clusters distribution and Figure 3 show
the clusters centroid. From these two figures we can recognize the characteristics of Basra city seasons. Cluster 1 show
the largest amount of rain, lower temperature, moderate humidity and faster wind speed, so we can say that it represent
winter season period and its characteristics. The distributions of this cluster include: December, January, February,
March and April.
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Figure 2: Clusters distribution for Basra city weather data (k=4)
Cluster 0 represent the least amount of rain, higher temperature, higher humidity and slower wind speed, so we can say
that it represent summer season period. The distributions of this cluster include: the end of June, July, August and
September. In this way we can consider cluster 2 as autumn (the period to navigate from summer to winter) and cluster 3
as spring (the period to navigate from winter to summer). Figure 2 show clearly the navigation between seasons.
This understanding of seasons is very important to many sectors as well as many industries which largely dependent on
the weather conditions like agriculture, vegetation, water resources and tourism.

Figure 3: Clusters centroid
C. Prediction
Prediction is the most used data mining task in the field of weather. Data mining techniques provides with a level of
confidence about the predicted solutions in terms of the consistency of prediction and in terms of the frequency of correct
predictions [1]. Also it applied successfully to predict different weather elements like wind speed [7], rainfall [6], cloud
[9] and temperature [12].
In our paper we use two prediction methods to predict the daily average temperature of Basra city. The first method is
artificial neural networks (ANN) with 8 input layer, 6 hidden layer and one output layer. The second method is least
median squares linear regression by Rousseeuw [20]. We use day, month, three lags temperature (days before) humidity
and wind speed as inputs. We use 72% of data for training (as continuous series) and reminder for testing. The best
obtained results are recorded in Table 2. ANN provides better correlation coefficient between the actual and predicted
temperature, and lower Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). When performing the t-test statistical evaluation, it indicates
that the two models are probably different; therefore we can say that neural network is better than least median squares
linear regression because it provide better accuracy and higher correlation coefficient between the actual and predicted
temperature.
Table 2: Prediction results for two prediction methods applied for Basra city weather data
Method
Correlation Coefficient
RMSE
Least Median Squares
0.934
1.681
Linear Regression
Neural Networks
Learning rate: 0.3
0.943
1.736
Momentum: 0.2
The prediction models after that can be used to predict the daily temperature for Basra city. Agricultural sector can
benefit from these predictions, especially that income for many peoples in Basra city depend highly on agriculture.
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D. Classification
Classification has been utilized in many weather applications; for example classifying to predict the weather on a
particular day will be “sunny”, “rainy” or “cloudy”. Also it used widely in classifying geographical location based on its
climate and classify weather conditions based on the agricultural crops suitable to cultivate on each climate.
Classification include methods that can produce useful rules like decision tree. These rules can be utilized as prediction
statements.
We apply four classification techniques on our data and record the best results in Table 3. The same dataset used in
section C, but we change the class label into categorical. Classification task try to classify the data records into three
classes hot (temperature is higher than 23 ᵒC), warm (between 14 ᵒC and 24 ᵒC) or cold weather (bellow 17 ᵒC)[23].
Table 3: Classification results for two prediction methods applied for Basra city weather data
Method
Accuracy
RMSE
0BNaive Bayes
82.11%
0.389
KNN (k=30)
82.81%
0.385
82.40%
0.366
Decision Tree
84.77%
0.334
Neural Networks
Neutral networks provide the best results in term of classification accuracy and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). In the
future we can utilize the produced classification model to predict new instance membership.
E. Association
Association rule mining finds interesting relationships in data. The goal of associative rule data mining is to find all
associative rules that have high confidence (Strong Rules) in the data set. In weather application, association mining used
to find the relationship between the weather elements and natural events, weather and disaster prediction [8], and multistation atmospheric data analysis [16].
Table 4 illustrates some useful rules extracted from Basra weather data ordered by confidence (higher confidence
represent more general and effective rule).

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Table 4: Associations rules for Basra city weather data
Rule
Conf.
[RH=mid Temp=warm Wind=Moderate] ==> [Rain=no
0.98
rain]
[RH=high Temp=warm] ==> [Rain=no rain]
0.98
[Temp=warm Wind=Moderate] ==> [Rain=no rain]
0.98
[month = 2]==> [temp = cold]
0.95
[month = 1] ==> [temp = cold]
0.95
[month = 12] ==> [temp = cold]
0.94
[Wind=Light] ==> [Rain=no rain]
0.90
[Wind=light Temp=cold rain]==>[RH=moderate]
0.90
[Rain= Heavy Rain]==>[Temp = cold]
0.87
[Temp = cold]==>[Wind = Moderate]
0.73
[RH= low Wind = Moderate Temp=warm] ==> 0.64
[Rain=Light Rain]
[Wind = Moderate] --> [RH = mid]
0.61

Rules #1, #2, #3, #7 and #11, can be used to predict rainfall. For example from rule #1 we understand that there is no
rain tomorrow if today is warm (temperature between 17 ᵒC and 24 ᵒC), wind speed is moderate (13-30 km/h) and
relative humidity is mid (between 56.5 - 76.0). Also Rule #11 could be used for rain prediction, it means that if the
relative humidity today is low (below 36), wind speed is moderate and temperature is warm then, rain tomorrow maybe
light (< 2.6 millimeters per hour). Rules #4, #5 and #6 provide with better understanding for Basra city weather. These
rules give us an indication that cold season includes December, January and February.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we applied knowledge discovery process to extract knowledge from Basra city weather dataset. The dataset
include nine years period [2004-2013] of daily weather observation. We went through all knowledge discovery process
and applied many data mining techniques like outlier analysis, prediction, classification, association mining and
clustering. Data mining tasks provide a very useful and accurate knowledge in a form of rules, models, and visual graphs.
This knowledge can be used to obtain useful prediction and support the decision making for different sectors.
Our future work include building adaptive and dynamic data mining methods that can learn dynamically to match the
nature of rapidly changeable weather nature and sudden events.
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